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Applying the Defence Lines of Development Retrospectively

Richard Fisher

The Defence Lines of Development (DLOD) used by the Ministry of Defence encompass all elements of military capability. Historical study of military capabilities does not use a similar or equivalent model. Richard Fisher describes how the current DLOD model can be used to analyse historical capabilities. He provides an objective approach to any comparison by capturing the training, equipment, personnel, information, doctrine and concepts, organisation, infrastructure and logistics requirements of machine gunnery in the British Army from the First World War to the 1960s, as a case study to demonstrate the method.

Defence organisations use comparative historical analysis (CHA) extensively for learning and education. The most obvious is through the battlefield studies, described as a key mechanism for learning about a particular conflict through the prism of a specific location: the strategic, operational and tactical levels, and their limitations. This allows for an element of macro-level CHA and is expanded on by incorporating ‘tactical exercises without troops’ using before-and-after comparisons of decision-making and actions for known events. Studies compare what happened and the processes and challenges that enabled it to happen: potential actions taken in the present against the actual decisions of the past. When considering ‘why study military history?’ there is the problem of proving causal links, putting the general study of military history at odds with the intent of CHA; however, that should not deter the question from being asked but ensure that the answers are presented in context.

This article cannot compare and contrast methods of CHA, but provides a potential model for those understanding current defence approaches and demonstrates the practicality of using a contemporary model for historical comparison. CHA is described as being focused on macro-level studies; however, there may be a role for micro-focused studies of individuals and small groups. There are three distinct features of CHA: first, the use of it to explain causal factors in major outcomes; second, for describing historical sequences and development over time; and third, for ‘systematic and contextualised comparison of similar and contrasting cases’. The second feature is most akin to this research and uses the UK Ministry of

Defence’s (MOD) capability management model. In doing so, it should be familiar to those in defence organisations.

**Capability Management in Defence**

Capability is the ability to carry out a task: ‘military capability is not simply a piece of equipment such as a tank. Rather, it is a tank with a trained crew that: can communicate with others on the battlefield; can meet identified threats; and can be properly maintained and repaired during its lifetime’. The MOD uses eight Defence Lines of Development (DLODs) to define capability: training; equipment; personnel; information; concepts and doctrine; organisation; infrastructure; and logistics (collectively called TEPIDOIL). The ninth ‘silent’ DLOD is interoperability capturing the relationships between DLODs.

With minor exceptions, DLODs are not defined in detail and this research uses the broad descriptors as a model for CHA.

**Research**

DLOD analysis can be used to describe a particular capability in the whole, rather than one focused element. Machine gunnery developed during the First World War and became an arm of service as the Machine Gun Corps (MGC). Despite its disbandment in 1922, the capability remained, but changed considerably over the following decades. This research describes the progression and changes of each DLOD from 1914 through to 1922.

10. For which 2022 represents the centenary and machine gunnery is therefore an apt case study to use.
the 1960s, when it stabilised with the introduction of the General Purpose Machine Gun (GPMG). Previous studies of this subject are extensively equipment focused and often for popular rather than academic purposes; however, a study of the logistics requirements have demonstrated the strong relationship with organisation and the doctrine and tactics employed. It is outside the scope of this article to establish all the links and lessons that could be explored using DLOD analysis, yet the following summaries demonstrate the value of this approach in explaining historical capability.

### Training

Machine gunnery was a supplementary skill that equipped soldiers to be part of a specialist unit or sub-unit. They received preliminary training as an infantry or cavalry soldier before specialising. At the outbreak of the First World War, this was taught within the unit. It included the mechanical knowledge required to service the gun and the tactical employment. As the First World War developed, Machine Gun (MG) Schools and MG Training Centres were established for mass MG training for both existing soldiers and new recruits. This included individual and collective training up to MG company level. Each branch of the Machine Gun Company (MGC) had a separate training centre, and schools were located in England and abroad that would swiftly learn from the lessons of the fronts and incorporate into their schemes and subsequent doctrine. Once the Schools and Training Centres were established, MG training received its own programmes, schedules and content separate to musketry training.

The end of the First World War saw the training centres close but the MG School remained a separate entity, at Netheravon, as a designated Small Arms School. During the Second World War, MG Training Centres were re-established for specialist training of large numbers of machine gunners. After the Second World War, training again returned to the units overseen by the successors to the MG School.

### Equipment

During the period of study, the medium MG, despite it not being called that until 1938, was the Vickers MG. There were light machine guns (LMGs) – the Lewis and the Bren – used within the infantry companies; however, these are arguably part of the wider infantry combat capability. The land service Vickers MG did not change from the Mark I introduced in 1912 until obsolete in 1968. There were manufacturing improvements and simplifications, but these were interchangeable and compatible across any Mark I gun. It was a water-cooled, belt-fed MG mounted on a tripod. This suited accurate, long-distance sustained fire and provided the basics for machine-gunnery capability. It was mobile and could be moved in separate loads of approximately 50 lb (23 kg).

Despite this relative consistency, the Vickers MG’s accessories and ancillaries did change significantly, enabling and enhancing its capability. In the late 1930s, the dial sight and Mark VIIIz ammunition increased the effective range from 2,700 yards to
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19. Alternative Marks were introduced but these were for air or armoured fighting vehicle use.
4,500 yards for indirect fire.\textsuperscript{21} It was not intended for use in other infantry weapons.

**Personnel**

Machine gunners were described prior to the First World War as needing ‘good physique, calm temperament, fair education, and mechanical aptitude’ and that ‘young soldiers of about one year’s service are the most suitable’.\textsuperscript{22} MGC training lectures identify machine gunners as specialists because the infantry depend upon them, and the artillery, for success and safety. The machine gunner was selected based on ‘intelligence or common-sense, education, physique, mechanical i.e. logical mind’.\textsuperscript{23} By 1945 they ‘must be tough and agile [...] some manual dexterity is necessary to use the dial sights. Map reading is essential’.\textsuperscript{24}

The nickname of the MGC became ‘the Suicide Club’,\textsuperscript{25} implying high casualty rates. Casualty rates have not been evaluated in depth; however, it appears that machine gunners of the Second World War were not exposed to the same level of danger as those previously. Minimal casualties in MG Battalions resulted in many mobilised reserves from 1939 surviving and ending the war with a higher average age, experience and potential morale than their equivalents in the infantry battalions of the same division.\textsuperscript{26}

**Information**

Information for machine gunners is initially provided through training, becoming inherent knowledge of the equipment and doctrine with which to employ it. Once that is established, updates through revisions to the training and doctrine are continuous.

During use, different information is needed and analysed. Proactive information is used to employ the equipment: fire control orders; target indications; corrections; and general field orders for movement and deployment. Reactive status and records are needed to understand how the equipment was used and maintained, with the number of rounds fired eventually recorded per gun, rather than relying on visual inspection.\textsuperscript{27}

Within the MG unit, most orders would be verbal unless pre-planned. Direct fire targets (visible from the gun position) were indicated using verbal fire control orders. Indirect fire targets (those not visible through obscurity at night, by fog or smoke, or due to the lay of the ground) may be indicated verbally from sub-unit commander to the MGs, but detailed fire plans were written down as part of a fire control plan.\textsuperscript{28} Fire corrections, or simple fire control orders, could be signalled using semaphore (part of machine gunner training until the Second World War).\textsuperscript{29} Wireless communications were not available in the early years of MGs and did not exist below the platoon commander until after the Second World War, when a simple radio was carried by the section commander. Communication from the section commander to the gun position was by wired field telephone.\textsuperscript{30}

Indirect fire required specialist information. Range tables were available to MG officers and supplemented by daily meteorological information as for artillery. This information had to be updated when equipment changes happened (such as Mark VIIIz ammunition).\textsuperscript{31} As not all units received the


\textsuperscript{24} War Office, ‘Job Analysis (Field): The Infantry’, London, 1945, p. 60.


latest equipment, they had to be provided with the older information. 32

**Concepts and Doctrine**

Machine gunnery doctrine development was extensive over the period studied. Prior to the First World War, MGs were described as possessing 'the power of delivering a volume of concentrated rifle fire which can be rapidly directed against any desired object ... at effective infantry ranges'. 33 It was considered 'equal in volume to that of about 30 men firing rapidly' with a much smaller frontage. 34 However, it was not considered a weapon appropriate for sustained fire because of the rapid expenditure of ammunition. 35 MG roles varied with the wider doctrine of the period: direct attacks; defence; outposts; and fortress warfare. 36 They were very much considered 'weapons of opportunity'. 37

By 1916 the MG was still considered a weapon of opportunity, but the introduction of the Lewis automatic rifle (later named an LMG) in infantry battalions saw them take on some of the role that was previously part of the MG section's duties. 38 MGs were still to move forward in the attack and the hoped-for open fighting. They had greater firepower than rifles and Lewis guns could provide, and held positions until reinforcements arrived. 39 Searching fire in the enemy’s rear areas was part of the attack, to disrupt reinforcements. MGs were not suitable for holding ground in isolation and they had to be kept back from the front lines to ensure they were not lost in the first phases of any attack. Integration of MGs with artillery was also developed. 40 Preparations for indirect fire with aiming marks and calculations were prepared during daylight to overcome poor visibility caused by gas and smoke shells. 41

MGs became a key part of the static trench defence system, this being their priority over indirect fire tasks. 42 Reserve guns were used for indirect fire and barrages had become part of the expected use of the MG, for attacks and defence. The concerns over ammunition restrictions were lifted and it was often 'necessary to spray a target considerably in order to make sure of hitting it'. 43 By 1918 ‘the distinguishing feature of modern Machine Gunnery is its offensive power. The offensive intention has always been present, but lack of training and technical equipment hindered its realization ... Modern Machine Gunnery has reversed this passive tendency’. 44 Indirect fire was considered effective at 2,500 to 3,000 yards, much beyond the 1914 doctrine. 45

Inter-war doctrine saw MGs kept in reserve to make more infantry available for the attack, with the concept of Forward and Rear (now called Supporting) guns continuing, as well as ‘brigading’ MGs together from different units. 46 MGs working with anti-tank weapons enhanced the defence
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greatly: 47 ‘as long as machine gunners are still holding out, no position can be regarded as lost’. 48

As the Second World War approached, mechanisation influenced the doctrine. With MGs, the principal role in the attack was ‘to support the advance by covering fire, to protect the flanks and to assist in consolidation’, 49 yet they were considered the ‘real backbone of the defence’ and were to be considered first when designing positions. The maximum effective range was considered to be 2,000 yards, 50 changes in ammunition and sighting then increased the effective range to 4,500 yards. The Vickers was now considered a medium MG (MMG) as opposed to the Bren LMG in service with the infantry battalions. The main role of the MMG was ‘to give depth to the defence’. 51 Its role in the attack was still limited due to wheeled transport; 52 later, tracked carriers overcame this. 53 In the withdrawal, MGs were used to ‘stiffen the defence of rearguard positions’. The independence of the MG battalion meant that it could be used for specific tasks. 54

After the Second World War, MMG roles were limited, and they were accompanied by flamethrower carriers. This challenged the doctrine for the platoon as a whole because of the different ranges employed: flamethrowers had an extremely short range whereas MMGs were still accurate over 2,000 yards. It resulted in a dominance of direct fire use, albeit extremely mobile. 55 This remained constant until the re-organisation of the infantry battalion in 1961 56 and the introduction of the GPMG in 1962. 57

Organisation

Before 1915, MGs were in a section of two guns as part of the infantry battalion or cavalry regiment headquarters; however, this soon increased for infantry to four guns. 58 Brigading guns together for specific tasks, commanded by the Brigade MG Officer, was recognised as a method of temporarily increasing numbers 59 until the MGC’s formation in October 1915 when brigade MG companies and squadrons were formally established. 60 Infantry brigade MG companies had 16 guns and cavalry brigade MG squadrons had six. Another MG company was added to an infantry division in 1917 as a reserve. Companies amalgamated into an MG battalion of 64 guns in early 1918. 61 There were also batteries of motor MGs used as reserves and exploitation troops at Corps or Army level. 62

The MGC’s disbandment meant MGs were returned to the infantry battalions and cavalry regiments in 1922. 63 Infantry battalions initially had an MG platoon of eight guns 64 but increased to a company of 16 guns by 1930. 65 This was the highest number of MGs per infantry battalion at any point during the period of study.

Reorganisation and mechanisation in the 1930s saw the removal of the MG squadrons from cavalry
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and the formation of specialist MG battalions in the infantry. Initially, they had four companies of three platoons with four guns each: 48 guns in total. In the Middle East, the MG battalion also equipped with anti-tank guns. Divisional (support) battalions were then introduced – three brigade support groups each fielding MMGs, 4.2-inch mortars and light anti-aircraft weapons – for a short period before the MG battalion of three MMG companies and one heavy mortar company became standard from February 1944. Infantry battalions did not have MMGs unless they were in a specialist role, such as parachute, airlanding, motor or special force battalions.

After 1945, MGs were decentralised and returned to the infantry battalions, where they formed an MG platoon with six guns and remained as such until the end of the period of study when GPMGs were integrated into the rifle companies.

Infrastructure

Each DLOD has infrastructure requirements to support it. Many of those have been described in their separate sections and it would be repetitive to cover them here; those not described elsewhere are for the manufacture and support of the equipment that exists outside the army. These are civilian organisations considered in modern parlance to be part of the ‘defence ecosystem’.

The British Army’s Vickers MGs were built at two UK factories in Kent: Erith and Crayford. While these facilities built guns and spare parts, accessories and further spares were manufactured around the UK and abroad. The extent of this is not describable in this research; however, for example, the MG tripods between August 1914 and June 1915 were supplied from 12 different factories and belt-filling machines from five. Ammunition belt boxes of the types used between 1915 and 1917 were provided by 12 companies from the West Midlands area where tin plate was produced in large quantities.

The Second World War saw the same expansive list of suppliers. Contract ledgers for the Ministry of Supply identify 908 suppliers with contracts for small arms. While not all supplied components for the Vickers MGs or their accessories, those identified as having done so are extensive.

In peacetime, the amount of equipment manufactured for machine gunnery was limited as the war stocks provided sufficient reserve; however, there were small contract runs.

Ammunition production was an exception to this as the lifespan of small arms ammunition was limited. By 1944, UK .303-inch ammunition production capacity was 208.8 million rounds per month. Of this, 24 million rounds was Mark VIIIz, only used by the Vickers MG, coming from five of the 23 factories used for small arms ammunition production.

Logistics

The basic requirements of machine gunnery were always personnel and equipment. Delivering these to where they were needed was simplified by
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mechanisation; however, mechanical transport – either trucks or carriers – required more specialist support than the horses and fodder of the limbered wagons. The carriers’ mobility largely negated using pack-saddlery as guns could be delivered closer to off-road positions, although pack-saddlery training was still provided in 1944.

As indirect and barrage fire developed, additional sighting and gunlaying equipment was needed. This is demonstrated in the number of commodity lines per MG. Improved designs reduced the multiple pieces of equipment, for example the dial sight replaced the clinometer and bar foresight in the Second World War.

Ammunition supply was the main logistical challenge. Each MG required first-line ammunition with it in the limbered wagon, truck or carrier. This was initially between 2,500 and 3,500 rounds per gun, increasing to 4,750 rounds with the introduction of the Universal Carrier. Mark VIIIz ammunition was in factory-packed liners and reduced the frontline burden for belt-filling; however, it did limit the ability for MMGs to use the Mark VII rifle and LMG ammunition to emergencies only. In the airborne and special force divisions, their MGs used Mark VII ammunition to simplify supply.

Analysis

DLODs in machine gunnery were not developed in isolation and the influences upon one another were vast. The development of the concepts and doctrine for machine gunnery were initially constrained by the training, equipment and logistics that allowed for sustained overhead fire to be effective and worthwhile. The introduction of alternative equipment – the LMG – outside the principal capability affected how the main equipment was used: it was possible for machine gunnery to become a distinct organisation-centric specialism rather than just providing additional weight of automatic firepower to supplement others. It is worth noting that, having completed this temporal narrative, machine gunnery was only truly considered a separate capability when it had the organisation to support it and the separate and specialist training that was provided.

This approach cannot capture the wider political and organisational decision-making that could influence many aspects of a capability; however, it provides a basis on which those influences can be assessed, and the decisions evaluated on a comparable basis against alternatives.

This article clearly demonstrates the interconnectivity of DLODs even in a historical context where their interoperability was not explicitly considered.

Discussion

This article clearly demonstrates the interconnectivity of DLODs even in a historical context where their interoperability was not explicitly considered. Each DLOD cannot be read in isolation, and this is evident from the narrative that relies on discussion across the DLODs to understand how the capability is employed. The value of this approach for historical analysis is two-fold: first, it provides a recognisable model for students of defence methods to analyse historical capabilities; and second, it minimises the risk of overlooking or omitting elements of the whole capability.

Furthermore, by using the model to analyse historical information as a capability, it is possible to gather the data to enable capabilities of different periods or countries to be compared with each other.
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on a like-for-like basis. To extend this study, it would be possible to compare the British MG capability with those of its adversaries or allies to identify any additional lessons.

Specialist capabilities, such as machine gunnery, are at risk when not 'owned' by a particular organisation dedicated to that capability. The doctrine element appears to become subsumed as part of others (in this case, infantry) and could be lost as an identifiable and distinct element; thus, the use of MGs does not feature in the pamphlets of the latter part of the Second World War and is merely hinted at in the infantry sections of those pamphlets, whereas the specific machine gunnery pamphlet85 had become obsolete by organisation, logistics and equipment developments.
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